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Dear Parents,
Can you believe that at the end of tomorrow’s school day we will have completed one-tenth of this
school year!!! Time is certainly moving by quickly!!
There are a few items that we want you to be aware of that’s taking place so that when your student(s)
come home and tell you of their day, you’ll understand what they’re talking about.
There is still some “outside work” taking place. Perfect Touch Landscaping team will be here working
on the hillside between the two parking lots. Machinery will be here as they remove dead shrubs, weeds, debris,
and prepare the hillside for a “new look”. The areas right in front of school on both sides of the steps will be
“cleaned up” and re-seeded. Also the finishing touches on the Grotto area will take place so that our statues can
be returned. The area in the back of school will be cleaned up – dead trees removed and weeding by fence.
Also railings will be placed on the remaining two areas of steps – Locust Street and those leading directly to
Upper Lots in front of the school. The front lighting of the steps is in the process of being finalized.
We are waiting for the new lettering for our building above the entry way to the school so that people
will be able to identify us.
The entry gates to the upper lots are still being made. Hopefully they will be here within the next week.
And then, the Upper lot can be cleaned, swept, cracks filled and sealed and lines painted. A tremendous
amount of work was done within the 10 weeks of summer but time ran out before these items could be
completed. But all will be ready for our Celebration Weekend on October 11, 12, 13!
Speaking of it, have you made your reservations for the dinner and the various activities of the
weekend? Unfortunately, some folks thought this event was “just for those who went to BCS a long time ago.”
This is OPEN to all families and friends of BCS. Check the website for details. The only “adult only” events are
Friday’s Pub Crawl and the Saturday Dinner. Hope to see you at some time during the festivities. Mass is at 4
PM in the Auditorium on Saturday.
Thanks to all who sold their two books of “Steelers Tickets” and helped to sell them at any of the
churches, at the Italian festival and who sold more tickets. Our total sale brought in $30,350.00 and little less
than last year’s total, but not the $35,000.00 to give everyone a tuition rebate. Let’s aim for next year making
that a reality.
We ask that everyone be in school uniform tomorrow, Friday, September 20, 2019. The Butler
Eagle will be here taking pictures for the 50th Anniversary article publication. More details to follow.
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We will be moving into a new season next week. So “weather” watching will be a daily event. Mornings
may be a bit “chilly” and students can have a sweater in their lockers if needed.
And as we change seasons, may we continue to be amazed at the many beautiful signs of our
Provident God’s love. May you feel His loving arms around you as you spend each day in His presence.
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Thank you for being such a special part of BCS.
Gratefully,
Sister John Ann Mulhern
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